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SiO2 barrier layer influence on the glass composites
with oxide nano films laser ablation destruction
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This study concerns the composites optical characteristics dependence on the chemical composition of the oxide nanofilms from TiO2–MexOy and
on the existence of a SiO2 barrier layer. The laser ablation destruction threshold energy density values decrease with the light transmission growth
in the visible range of the composites for one- and double-layer nanofilms. These properties measurement results dependences for the composites
with one- and double-layer nanofilms can be connected with various structure and composition of the complexes which were formed in the films.
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1. Introduction

The nano dimensional oxide films using for the efficient change in the instrumental glass details properties allows
one to considerably expand the range of application for modified glass composites [1–5]. Nano films are applied to
change of the optical characteristics – the increasing in the light transmission by the optical details or giving of the
reflecting properties [1, 4] to them. Such a film is obtained by the sol-gel technology including the contact of a film-
forming solution with a glass substrate [3, 6–10]. The glass surface becomes covered by the oxide one- or multilayer
nano films in this case. And, besides the basic functional purpose, the nano film will follow up provide the resistance
to the surrounding medium influence [2, 11].

The influence of a SiO2 barrier layer on the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of the glass com-
posites with the bicomponent oxide nano films of the TiO2–MexOy structure was studied after [3, 4]. The threshold
density dependence on the composite other optical parameters – the light transmittance in the visible range, reflectivity
coefficient at the 1064 nm laser radiation wavelength, an refractive index and a layer thickness were also investigated
in detail.

This goal of these studies is the composites optical characteristics dependence on the chemical composition of the
bicomponent oxide nano films from TiO2–MexOy and on the existence of a SiO2 barrier layer. The knowledge of such
a composite’s properties will allow creation of new materials for nanophotonics with the new linear and non-linear
optical properties.

2. Experimental samples and methods

The glass composites samples with the bicomponent oxide nanofilms with the structure of TiO2–MexOy have
been received by the sol-gel technology. The alloying MexOy oxide amount was 2 or 10 mass %. Starting materials
were the titanium tetraethoxide and the copper, tin, zinc, cadmium and iron chlorides. The oxides sum mass content
in the film-forming sol have been of 5 mass. %. The films were drawn on the float-glass substrate by the dipping
method and the samples withdrawal rate from the sol was of 3.8 mm/s. The heat treatment in the microwave oven –
the furnace was made within 30 minutes. The thickness, refractive index, film reflectivity have been measured by the
Horiba Jobin Yvon type spectra ellipsometer as in [12] and the samples light transmittance by a FSD-8 type micro
spectrometer (NCFO RAS).

The composites laser ablation destruction under the pulse laser radiation influence were studied at the experimen-
tal layout described in [10] and by the technique given in [4]. The YAG-Nd laser generated the radiation pulses at the
1064 nm wavelength of the 20 ns time duration and the pulse energy up to 0.15 J in the mode locking regime. The laser
radiation was focused by the lens objective on the composite sample surface. The breakdown phenomenon was fixed
on the existence of the laser plasma plume characteristic luminescence and was recorded by the FSD-8 type micro
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spectrometer with the fiber input. The laser pulse energy density changing in the range from 0.1 to 180 J/cm2 was
reached by the choice of this lens focal distance and the laser radiation weakening by the NS type calibrated neutral
light filters. The photodiode with the glass light filter IKS-1 was used for the laser pulse energy monitoring. Manage-
ment of duties of the spectrometer operation regimes controlling and the observed data processing were carried out in
PC.

3. Experimental results

The film’s thickness, refractive index and reflection coefficient at the 1064 nm wavelength have been measured
by the Uvisel 2 type Horiba Jobin Yvon spectra ellipsometer. The experimental results were treated statistically and
exhibited in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. The plot of the film refractive index n dependence on the film h thickness: 1 – the drawing
speed of 3.8 mm/s, 2 – the drawing speed of 5.8 mm/s

FIG. 2. The plot of the film refractive index n dependence on the film reflection coefficient at the
1064 nm wavelength and the drawing speed of 5.8 mm/s

The experimental straight lines of the trends in Fig. 1 shows that the drawing speed has significant effect on the
film refractive index dependence on its thickness. This dependence is due to the sol particles packing density in a layer
increases with the drawing speed from the sol particles diameter decreasing. Its increasing, probably, is connected
with the influence of the light dispersion which is more, than more the film thickness for the film refractive index
dependence on its thickness [12].

The films refractive index reduction with its reflection coefficient at the 1064 nm wavelength growth in Fig. 2 is
explained by the same dispersion in the growth bulk of the film and the smaller size of sol particles and their more
dense packing in the film layer [6].
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At the next stage, the calibration experiments were executed at the target from a clear substrate – float glass and
the threshold energy density at the breakdown probability of 0.5 was equal Fbn = 143 J/cm2. It is necessary to
make not less than 30 measurements at the given laser radiation pulse energy to generate the laser ablation destruction
probability curve and to measure the ratio of the breakdown events number at the target surface to the total radiation
pulses number. All range of the breakdown probability values from 1 to 0 were sequentially obtained over by changing
the pulse energy value and repeating this process. The exact interpretation of this probability curve is important for the
precise determination of the threshold energy density value of the composites laser destruction with the probability of
0.5. The calibration procedure allowed us to develop the threshold energy density measurement algorithm including
the precise positioning and movement of the target about the laser beam.

Then, the breakdown probabilities curves for all samples, as well as in [9], have been obtained. The threshold
energy density values of Fbn for all composites from these dependence at the probability level of p = 0.5 have
been determined and such values of the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of Fbn dependences on the
composites light transmission in the visible range of T for the drawing speed of 3.8 mm/s for the one- and double-layer
nanofilms are given in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The plots of the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of Fbn dependence on
the composites light transmission in the visible range of T . The line 1 – a one-layer film, line 2 –
double-layers one. Drawing speed – 3.8 mm/s

The laser ablation threshold energy density values decrease with incresed light transmission as it appears from
Fig. 3. It is possible to explain by the light losses decreasing in the composites volume due to the reflection and
scattering on the particles in the film volume. This leads to decrease in the laser radiation ratio reflected at the
composite surface with the high reflectivity coefficient and then the ablation destruction effectiveness increases.

It is also confirmed by the analysis of the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of Fbn dependence
on the reflectivity coefficient at the 1064 nm laser radiation wavelength of R1064 in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. The plots of the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of Fbn dependence on
the composites light transmission in the visible range of T . The line 1 – a one-layer film, line 2 –
double-layers one. Drawing speed – 3.8 mm/s
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It has been derived that the threshold energy density value increases with higher reflectivity coefficient values,
which is explained by the ratio of the laser radiation reflected energy at the film surface increasing. The reflectivity
coefficient decreasing in the double-layer films is bound to the film refractive index lowering due to the SiO2 barrier
layer as well as in [12].

The threshold energy density of the laser ablation destruction Fbn dependences on the film h thickness for all
composites samples with single-layer film and the drawing speeds of 3.8 mm/s are given in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. The plot of the laser ablation destruction threshold energy density of Fbn dependence on
the film h thickness. The drawing speed is 3.8 mm/s

As appears from a straight line in Fig. 5, the threshold energy density value is higher, than more thickness of the
film. At the same time, this threshold energy density value for the double-layer film remains almost invariable with an
accuracy of our measurements in this range of the films thickness.

As a result, the studied parameter properties of the composites with single-layer nanofilm changed in the following
limits: the threshold energy density of the laser ablation destruction Fbn of 6.6 – 143 J/cm2, light transmittance in the
visible range of T of 36.8 – 84.3 %; film thickness h is 144.8 – 272.3 nm, an refractive index of n 1.6496 – 1.9926,
and R1064 reflectivity coefficient at the 1064 nm wavelength – 0.041 – 0.286 arb. units. And for composites with
double-layer film they changed in the following limits: the threshold energy density Fbn of 6.6 – 32.4 J/cm2, light
transmittance in the visible range of T of 34.8 – 85.8 %; film thickness h is 133.3 – 221.8 nm, an refractive index of
n 1.6358 – 1.9952, and R1064 reflectivity coefficient – 0.042 – 0.184 arb. units.

Such the difference of these properties measurements result can be connected with various structure and compo-
sition of the complexes which are formed in these films [3, 4, 12].

4. Conclusion

The laser ablation destruction threshold energy density values decrease with the light transmission growth in the
visible range of the composites for single- and double-layer nanofilms. This is explained by the decreasing in the light
losses of the reflecting component.

The analysis of the threshold energy density of the laser ablation destruction dependence on the reflectivity co-
efficient at the 1064 nm laser radiation wavelength confirms this conclusion, and the reflectivity decreasing in the
double-layer films is bound to the film’s refractive index decrease due to the SiO2 barrier layer.

The value of threshold energy density is higher, with increased thickness of the film. At the same time this
threshold density value for a double-layer film, with the accuracy our measurements,remains almost invariable in this
range of the film thickness.

In general, such difference of these properties measurement results for the composites with one- and double-layer
nanofilms can be connected with various structure and composition of the complexes which were formed in the films.
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